Internet Results Reporting Tool

https://dermpathreports.yale.edu

Account Request Documentation:

Please complete and either fax or mail back the attached forms:

1. YDL Account Request Form for PowerPath Internet Results
2. YDL PowerPath Internet Results User Agreement
3. Pre-Filled Fax Cover Sheet for your convenience

Please contact Mary Hajducky or Robert Criscuolo for more information at 203-785-4094 or go to https://dermpathreports.yale.edu for comprehensive instructions for using our Internet reporting tool.

Sincerely,

Yale Dermatopathology Laboratory

Fax#: 203-785-6869

Yale Dermatopathology Laboratory
c/o Mary Hajducky
15 York Street
PO Box 208059
New Haven, CT
06520-8059
Account Request form for:
PowerPath Internet Results

In order to obtain access to PowerPath Internet Results, you must read, sign, and date this “Account Request form for: PowerPath Internet Results” & “PowerPath Internet Results User Agreement” form and return it to the following address:

Yale Dermatopathology Laboratory
P.O. Box 208059
15 York Street
New Haven, CT, 06520-8059.

Please fill in the information below:

Name (please print):________________________________________

Signature:________________________________________________

Name of Practice (if applicable):________________________________

Phone#/Email:______________________________________________

Date:_____________________________________________________

*you will be contacted by our office when your account has been created.

Office Use Only:

APPROVED by: Name:________________________________________

Signature:________________________________________________

Date:_____________________________________________________

ENTERED INTO POWERPATH by: Name:___________________________

Signature:________________________________________________

Date:_____________________________________________________

END USER CONTACTED via: Phone:______________________________

Email:_____________________________________________________

Date:_____________________________________________________

Jennifer McNiff, MD  •  Earl Glusac, MD  •  Rossitza Lazova, MD  •  Shawn Cowper, MD  •  Antonio Subtil, MD

Christine Ko, MD  •  Anjela Galan, MD  •  Marcus Bosenberg, MD
PowerPath Internet Results User Agreement

In order to obtain access to Yale Dermatopathology Laboratory (“YDL”) results through PowerPath Internet Results (“PowerPath”), you must read, sign, and date this User Agreement (“Agreement”) and return the signed Agreement to the following address:

Yale Dermatopathology Laboratory
P.O. Box 208059
15 York Street
New Haven, CT, 06520-8059.

I agree that I will use PowerPath to obtain YDL results only for patients under my medical care and only for the purpose of providing patients under my medical care with medical treatment. I understand that the confidentiality of patient health information is protected by state and federal laws, including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act, and using PowerPath to obtain information about patients not under my medical care may violate those laws. I also agree to the following:

- I agree to maintain the confidentiality of my PowerPath password, and I agree that I will not allow others to use my PowerPath password.
- I understand that my PowerPath password may identify information that I have obtained through PowerPath, and I agree that YDL may monitor use of my password through PowerPath’s electronic auditing function.
- I agree that YDL may restrict or eliminate my access to PowerPath if I violate this Agreement.

I have read this Agreement and understand that my signature constitutes my acceptance of its terms.

Name (please print):________________________________________

Signature:__________________________________________________

Name of Practice (if applicable):______________________________

Date:_______________________________________________________
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL

To: Mary Hajducky/Robert Criscuolo Fax #: 203-785-6869
From: Fax #:
Pages: [ ] Inclusive Date:

Re: YDL PowerPath Access

Please see attached documents and add user(s) to YDL Internet Reporting Tool.

Thank You